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2018 U of T Women in House Reflection 

 

● Name: Hannah Rundle 

● Program: Master of Global Affairs 

● Year: 1st 

● Name of Parliamentary Host: 

Senator Yonah Martin 

 

After two exciting days in Ottawa, I feel extremely 

fortunate to have participated in the University of 

Toronto’s Women in the House Program. Through 

this program, I had the opportunity to travel to 

Ottawa to learn from numerous Senators and 

Members of Parliament at a parliamentary reception, tour the Supreme Court, and shadow 

Senator Yonah Martin. Despite Senator Martin’s extremely busy schedule, I was honoured that 

she had set aside time to talk with me and answer my questions. During our conversation, 

Senator Martin encouraged me to follow my interests and added that though, she never dreamed 

that she would become a Senator, it was through finding and following her passions that led to 

her success. She noted that though the senate has taught her a lot, she believes her experience 

teaching, and founding the C3 Korean Canadian Society prepared her for the position.  

 

After getting to know Senator Martin and her staff, I shadowed Senator Martin as she gave a talk 

to high school students participating in the Forum for Young Canadians. With many years of 

experience as a high school teacher, Senator Martin easily connected with the students and 

shared words of wisdom. She told the students, “All you can and will become, you already are”. 

Senator Martin then fielded questions and advised the students on how to address racial divides 

within their schools.  

 

Next, Senator Martin hosted a quarterly meeting for the Korean War Commemorative 

Committee (KWCC) that focused on planning the 65th anniversary commemorations. Often 

known as “The Forgotten War”, Senator Martin has been a champion for Korean War Veterans 

and their families. The KWCC meeting consisted of members from Veteran Affairs Canada, the 

Canadian War Museum, Veterans, and Korean Community Groups. I had not previously 

considered the active role that Senators take in championing causes and the way in which they 

engage with diverse groups to advance these causes. 

 

Finally, I had the opportunity to observe the Senate chamber proceedings and the House of 

Commons question period. I was surprised by the notable difference between the two chambers, 

the Senate being calm and orderly, while the Question period was loud and unruly. Participating 

in the Women in the House Program was an incredible experience and I feel so inspired by the 

incredible women who are paving the way on Parliament Hill. I cannot thank Dr. Tina Park and 

Senator Yonah Martin enough for affording me this unforgettable experience. 

 

 

 

 



2018 U of T Women in House Reflection 

 

 

● Name: Teraleigh Stevenson 

● Program: JD/MGA 

● Year: 2 

● Name of your parliamentary host:  

Michel Picard 

 

I began my day with MP Michel Picard 

with a quick breakfast in the Wellington Building 

cafeteria. It was the start of a busy day. From 

breakfast, we hurried to the first meeting of the 

day, an ‘in camera’ session of the ethics 

committee. This was a particularly interesting 

opportunity, as the meeting was closed to the public. After we pledged not to disclose the contents 

of the discussion, an exception was made for the student delegation. After an unexpectedly quick 

session, we headed back to the office; Michel confided to me it was the first time that would he 

had made it there that week. After seeing his schedule, I could easily believe little time was spent 

in the office; Michel and his staff are frequently tightly booked and running from one committee 

to the next. According to the staff, Michel prefers this full schedule.  

During the break between meetings, I received a tour of the office and a brief overview of 

the staff’s responsibilities. The daily and weekly schedule was constantly being revised and 

updated throughout this time and the office was engaged in last minute preparations for a statement 

in question period. I was also introduced to the March initiatives the office was pushing for fraud 

prevention month. As financial crimes are Michel’s specialty, they feature prominently in his 

office’s focus and communication initiatives. In fact, the fraud prevention initiatives were the 

subject matter of Michel’s question to the speaker later in the day, which I witnessed from the 

Member’s gallery. Michel was able to sneak out of house duty briefly following the question period 

to exchange some final thoughts.  

Most of my day was spent with Michel’s staff as they supported him in various meetings 

and session. Both Michel and his staff took a great deal of pride in shouldering their workload and 

remaining engaged and on top of a variety of topics and committees. One of the most meaningful 

parts of the day for me was to experience this pace and variety. The dedication to their work was 

admirable. While my one-on-one interactions with Michel were limited by his schedule, I was 

impressed by the time he committed to discussing my background, interests, and goals and the 

encouragement he offered. He made a point of including me in the work in his office and asked 

me to look over a partial transcript from a previous question and answer session in the ethics 

committee. While my interpretation of the responses differed from his own, he gave me time to 

explain my view and to discuss its implications. The ability to discuss the minute details of the 

dialogue in the midst of a whirlwind schedule, and the commitment to make what time he could 

for me, impressed me. Knowing that government officials, regardless of party allegiance, are 

dedicated to their work and to supporting students was a wonderful takeaway from an exciting trip.   



2018 U of T Women in House Reflection 

 

● Name: Natasha Comeau  

● Program: MGA, Munk School of 

Global Affairs  

● Year: First Year 

● Name of your parliamentary host: 

Robert Oliphant 

 

 I had the pleasure of shadowing MP 

Rob Oliphant during his busy day on 

Parliament Hill. While I was surprised by my 

host’s ability to fill every moment of the day 

with important work, MP Oliphant when 

asked if every day was this busy informed me 

it is in fact. I had the opportunity to sit in on a number of meetings, including a briefing session 

with Global Affairs Canada on MP Oliphant’s upcoming trip to Kenya and Rwanda and an in-

camera meeting for the Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration, of which MP 

Oliphant is the Chair.  

Through this experience I gained an insider’s perspective on the inner-workings of the 

federal government. I was amazed to see the non-stop commotion inside the Centre Block, with 

endless tour groups, lobbyists, and even an incredible performance by a Ugandan children’s 

choir. MP Oliphant’s staffers were full of endless information on the architecture of 

parliamentary buildings, history, and government processes, and graciously gave me a full tour 

of the Centre Block.  

I had the opportunity to tour MP Oliphant’s office as well, where his walls are plastered 

with images from his long career and life experience, including numerous trips abroad. MP 

Oliphant has a strong connection to West Africa and I was interested to speak with him about his 

travels to this region and the work he has done abroad. I learnt about his contingency in Don 

Valley West, its people, culture, and the diversity it holds.  

The most challenging aspect of this experience was witnessing first-hand the partisan 

nature of work and how party politics continue to hinder the policy making process. In the 

committee meeting I attended there was clear tension between the three parties and it was 

evidently difficult for the committee to come to any sort of decision, no matter how seemingly 

insignificant or minor. This was frustrating for me to witness, as it emphasized for me that many 

issues remain polarized by differing party perspectives and values.  

Question Period was very interesting to witness, as the whole experience took on a life of 

its own and the tension between parties appeared to be exacerbated in this space. A number of 

relevant issues were discussed, some even brought up numerous times, and I was impressed to 

hear the skillfully crafted responses prepared by MPs. I was excited to see my home riding MP, 

Jim Carr, speak in the House whose campaign I worked on for two years, as it validated the hard 

work we put into getting him elected to represent my community.  

This experience expanded my understanding and appreciation for the Canadian political 

system, it debunked any inclination that MPs do not work tireless in their jobs to represent all 

Canadians, and it inspired me to continue to exercise my civil duty.    



2018 U of T Women in House Reflection 

 

● Name: Ayesha Bery 

● Program: Master of Global Affairs 

(MGA) 

● Year: MGA2 

● Name of your parliamentary host: MP Ali 

Ehsassi 

 

My day on the Hill was an exhilarating and 

unique opportunity to observe the inner 

dynamics of holding public office. The day 

started off with a refreshingly frank talk from 

female politicians on their experiences using 

social media. As I learned from these incredible 

women, social media has been a powerful tool to lower the barriers of entry for females entering 

politics, offering a direct way to engage meaningfully with the public. However, it has also been 

a forum to catalyze and perpetuate misogyny– a daily experience for these women. What struck 

me most about this discussion was their unwavering commitment to public office and their core 

values despite these routine occurrences. Their tenacity and dedication to serving the public is 

inspiring, but the discussion also reflected the sobering reality that misogyny continues as a norm 

for women in public life. 

 

Following breakfast, I met my mentor for the day, MP Ali Ehsassi. MP Ehsassi has been an 

advocate for international justice and human rights, and worked as an international lawyer prior 

to his entry into politics. One of the first meetings we attended was a roundtable on Women in 

Peace and Security, which was attended by –in addition to notable leaders such as Larisa 

Galazada (Director General of Peace and Security Operations for Global Affairs Canada)– 

human rights defenders including Alice Wairimu Nderitu, a Kenyan activist who has tirelessly 

fought for conflict mediation and gender advocacy. It was an absolute privilege to hear from 

these women, and I was grateful to hear the Canadian government has prioritized hearing from 

those with lived experiences when discussing and implementing strategies for conflict 

stabilization and peacekeeping missions. However, what I will take forever away from this 

meeting is what happened when I first entered the room. While I instinctively sat on the side of 

the room, alongside other WIH participants and junior staff members, Shauna Syllvester, a leader 

of the roundtable discussion, invited us to introduce ourselves and –quite literally– sit at the 

table. I was astonished by this act of leadership, and for what this invitation symbolized on a 

deeper level. It was a reminder that gender equality starts at the most basic level, and that women 

have the right and voice to participate in dialogue at every level of discussion. 

 

Our last meeting of the day was on the topic of human trafficking in Canada. The meeting served 

as an important check that human trafficking is an active phenomenon occurring within our own 

borders, and one that is disproportionately affecting young indigenous women. During the 

meeting, I had the opportunity to hear from policymakers who are fighting to create legislations 

to prevent trafficking and protect victims. However, the reality of the situation is that many of 

these traffickers face no repercussions in the legal system. MP Ehsassi will soon be travelling 



across Canada to participate in discussions on human trafficking within the country, and I am 

hopeful that such talks will result in productive legislation to address this urgent problem.  

 

I am grateful to all the MPs, Senators and allies who made this program possible, including the 

Honourable Carolyn Bennett, MP Ehsassi, and Dr. Tina Park, and those who work behind the 

scenes including all the staffers and EAs. It was a true privilege to participate in this program, 

and an important reminder of all that has been achieved so far in the fight for gender equality, 

and, perhaps more importantly, all the work that lies ahead.  

 

 

  



2018 U of T Women in House Reflection 

 

 

● Name: Brittney Dudar 

● Program: Master of Global Affairs 

● Year: 2nd year  

● Name of your parliamentary host: MP 

Yasmin Ratansi 

 

Spending two days on the Hill was an incredible 

opportunity to experience first-hand the day in 

the life of an MP. For me, it really brought to 

life just how fast-paced, dynamic and 

demanding the job of an MP is, and I have a 

new-found appreciation for the work that they 

do to serve Canadians. I shadowed MP Yasmin Ratansi of Don Valley East, and it amazed me 

how every part of her day was scheduled and executed to the minute. We began the day with the 

Standing Committee on Government Operations and Estimates, of which Yasmin is a Vice-

Chair. The committee focuses on the effectiveness and proper functioning of government 

operations as well as on the estimates process. I admittedly wasn’t sure what to expect, but found 

it very exciting to witness the opposition committee members questioning the representatives of 

the Privy Council Office on things like how much the Prime Minister’s recent trip to India cost 

or what the budget allocations will be for the newly created LGBTQ2 Secretariat in the coming 

years. MP Ratansi was pointed with her questions and quick to make decisions throughout the 

meeting and it became evident just how experienced and seasoned she is.  

 

Following the committee meeting, we went to the Centre Block on the Hill to catch the tail-end 

of the performance by the Watoto Children’s Choir who were visiting from Uganda, before 

stepping into another event to take photos with children from a local school as a part of an 

initiative to promote healthy snacking. As we made our way from there to Question Period, 

Yasmin introduced me to a number of MPs and other parliamentarians, including Terry Duguid, 

MP for Winnipeg South and the Parliamentary Secretary for the Status of Women, Adam 

Vaughan, MP of Spadina-Fort York and Randy Boissonnault, MP of Edmonton Centre, among 

others. It was fascinating to see all of the MPs conversing before Question Period, and then to 

experience the lively and accusatory debates taking place in the House of Commons, which quite 

honestly felt a little bit like watching a reality TV show! Between meetings I had the chance to 

talk with Yasmin and learn more about her experiences on the Commonwealth Parliamentary 

Association to help developing countries implement gender budgeting, a fiscal lens that she feels 

that Budget 2018 does a great job of incorporating.  

 

I was lucky enough to also have the chance to meet MP, Celina Caesar-Chavannes of Whitby, 

my home town. I had reached out to let Celina know that I would be on the Hill participating in 

Women in House, and she graciously invited me to her office to meet. She is an incredibly 

brilliant and effervescent woman and it was neat to spend even half an hour in her office learning 

about her role and experiencing her world firsthand.  

 



Upon reflection, one of the biggest takeaways and most humbling moments from Women in 

House for me, was to hear about the various backgrounds of the women who have eventually 

found their way to government. From MP Carolyn Bennett, a medical doctor by training, to MP 

Celina Caesar-Chavannes who was previously an entrepreneur, to MP Yasmin Ratansi, a former 

chartered accountant and management consultant. These women confirmed that there is not only 

space for women in government, but for women from multiple and diverse backgrounds, skill 

sets and knowledge sets who decide at varying points and career stages to pursue roles in 

government, and that it’s never too late to start. I am so grateful to have had the opportunity to 

participate in the program, and to have some amazing new female role models.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2018 U of T Women in House Program 

 

● Name: Emily Schepers 

● Program: Master of Global Affairs  

● Year: 1 

● Name of your Parliamentary Host:  

MP Jonathan Wilkinson       

 

After a whirlwind two day experience in Ottawa 

and on parliament hill I feel very honored to 

have been afforded the opportunity to participate 

in U of T’s Women House program.  On the 

second day I was able to spend the day with MP 

Jonathan Wilkinson and his staff to get a true 

feel for what it is like to hold public office.  

 

The day started off with a breakfast reception 

and discussion from prominent individuals both 

in politics and the NGO sector about the use of 

social media. This included a frank discussion about the negative experiences they have had, but 

also the positive sides of social media. It was very empowering to hear of the experiences many 

of these women had, how they overcame it, and how they took their power “back” in a sense.  

 

After this, my next stop was the MP’s office where I was able to meet with Jonathan and the 

staffers within his office. We then headed off to the Canadian Museum of History for MP 

Wilkinson’s introduction for the “Death in the Ice” exhibit on Sir John Franklin’s tragic 

expedition. Here I was given the opportunity to walk through the exhibit with MP Wilkinson and 

part of his team. My next stop was a lunch and learn with the Honorable Marie-Claude Bibeau. 

As an aspiring development professional, it was an excellent opportunity to hear the Minister of 

International Development speak on the topic.    

 

After this I was able to sit down with MP Wilkinson briefly to discuss life in office and ask 

questions about maintaining the expectations in Ottawa with that of his contingency. We 

discussed the demands of political life, as well as his past in the private sector where he worked 

for about 20 years. We then went to Question Period, after which I was able to briefly meet with 

Minister Catherine McKenna, another strong female icon for me. This was a very exciting 

moment.  

 

Overall, the day was very busy but it was an amazing experience to meet people on the hill, 

become exposed to what life in office can be like, and learn more about the day-to-day workings 

of an MP office. It was also very exciting to meet so many powerful women and here about how 

they got to where they are today. I am grateful to everyone who made this opportunity possible 

including MP Jonathan Wilkinson, his staff, Dr. Tina Park, and the Honorable Carolyn Bennett. 

 

 

 



2018 U of T Women in House Reflection 

  

● Name: Emilie Chiasson          

● Program: Munk School, MGA 

● Year: 2nd 

● Parliamentary host:  MP Anita Vandenbeld 

  

“Live simply and live your passion”, MP Anita 

Vandenbeld’s response when asked about how one  

becomes a Member of Parliament. “There is no direct route”, 

she said, which furthered my appreciation of the role and made 

my aspiration to one day become an MP all the more tangible. 

As an individual deeply committed to gender equality and 

inclusion, values closely mirroring my own, the opportunity to 

mirror Ms. Vandenbeld for U of T’s, Women in House 2018 

was truly unique. Moreover, Ms. Vandenbeld’s past 

experiences with UNDP, NDI, and OSCE, coupled with the 

initiatives she has started or chaired in her role as MP, such as 

the Liberal Women’s caucus and as chair of the Pay Equity committee, align closely with the 

inclusive and gender-based work with which I am interested. 

  

The ability to witness Anita Vandenbeld’s work, first hand, enabled me to better understand the 

inner workings of the House of Commons and the Canadian Government at large. And I must 

say that for a system that may seem to operate slowly from the exterior, I have never hustled 

more from one meeting to another than during my experience with MP Vandenbeld. While most 

MPs may finish their day after official “on the hill” duties, as Ms. Vandenbeld’s constituency is 

Ottawa-Nepean she is often out in the riding attending a multitude of events during the evening. 

Although, I initially thought it would be advantageous to be so close to one’s riding, I now 

appreciate the challenges posed by proximity. 

  

Having had an interest in the policy making process, the opportunity to observe this process 

indirectly by attending a meeting on Bill C-47 and the negotiations of the ATT, where 

amendments were being made line by line, made me realize how dedicated and hard working 

people are in asking the right questions and working collaboratively to improve the lives of 

Canadians. While attending question period, MP Vandenbeld posed a very important question 

pertaining to gender equality and the new federal budget. As a young female, it is very 

encouraging to know that our country leaders are actively working to address inequality and it 

gives me hope that Canada will achieve a more inclusive society in the future. 

  

In addition, to the engaging experience that I shared with Ms.Vandenbeld and her team, I had the 

occasion to connect with my local MP, Wayne Long, and other MPs from my Province, Matt 

Decourcey and Alaina Lockhart. The opportunity to meet individuals whose work I have been 

following for some time, left me feeling inspired and furthered my desire to increase my 

engagement by support their initiatives locally. I came to Women in House uncertain about the 

effectiveness of our government system, I am leaving with an enlightened perspective 

concerning our country’s democracy. 



2018 Women in the House Reflection 

 

● Name: Valentina Briceno-Strocchia 

● Program: Master of Global Affairs 

● Year: 2nd  

● Name of Parliamentary Host: 

MP Julie Dzerowicz 

 

When I was applying to go on the U of T Women in House trip to Ottawa, I remember 

telling myself to sit with the “why?” of it all. The “why?” kept bringing me back to the image of 

a fifteen-year-old girl filled with wonder, excitement, and fear when she first came to Canada. I 

recognized her instantly. Her strength and bravery changed my trajectory.  

As I walked into the Canadian Supreme Court in Ottawa for the first time, I could not 

stop thinking about the quinceañera who was surely doing cartwheels somewhere in my heart. It 

was even more impactful to later be welcomed to the Hill by MPs and Senators. It was there 

where I had the privilege to stand side by side with women I admire and respect. In a room full 

of talented women and allies, many were the times when I had to take a step back and realize just 

how hard everyone had had to work to be there. Though that room was not built with us in mind, 

here we were taking up space. We heard stories from MP Carolyn Bennett, MP Elizabeth May, 

MP Bardish Chagger, and Senator Harder, among several others. They invited us to feel at home, 

trust that we can make a difference, and that, though there are various challenges, there are many 

more reasons to throw our hats in the ring.     

The next day, I had the unique opportunity to shadow MP Julie Dzerowicz who made the 

time to share her experience with me and a fellow U of T student. MP Dzerowicz explained that 

her trajectory had started with a wave of no. Still, she was telling us about that initial experience 

as the first female MP for Davenport. That juxtaposition was not lost on any of us. It was a clear 

invitation to move past any no, blatant or otherwise, that gets in the way of our pursuits and what 

we know we are capable of. MP Dzerowicz reminded us that there is room for us where she is 

now. As we walked through Parliament Hill, I walked around knowing that I had every right to 

be there. The long-term impact of the U of T Women in House Program lies in this type of 

exchange. 

As a young woman, I am working towards unlearning the idea that leadership positions 

are not meant for me. This Program brought the heart of the Canadian government closer, which 

made it seem much more accessible. In doing so, I got to listen to what women who have come 

before me have had to endure, achieve, unlearn, challenge, and make peace with. As I reflect on 

this experience, all I can say is thank you to all the trailblazers who have come before me. Thank 

you to MP Carolyn Bennett and Dr. Tina Park for organizing this Program. I also dedicate a 

special thank you to the quinceañera who helped me get to where I am today.  


